
SPLATTER GUARD 
33-04-400

The Splatter Guard is designed to fit the Ridgid 300 Power Drive Complete.

1.  The splatter guard is mounted on the front of the machine beneath the 
bottom of the tri-stand.  Working from beneath the tri-stand, install the machine 
bracket (#1)with the 7” square tube pointing to the rear of the machine (bolt 
holes positioned to the front)

2.  Remove the (2) existing front bolts and nuts which hold the power drive onto the
tri-stand and replace them with (2) 3/8” x 16 x 2-1/2” bolts, lock washers and 
nuts (supplied) and secure the machine bracket (#1) in place for permanent use.

3.  Open the lid of the splatter guard and lock the hinges in place.

4.  Slide funnel support bracket (#2) all the way into machine bracket (#1)
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Before moving your threading machine, remove splatter guard

To remove the splatter guard, simply loosen the 4-prong bolt handle and slide splatter guard out from the bracket.
Machine bracket (#1) remains on the tri-stand.
Note:  Remove the splatter guard when un-screwing (backing-off) fittings from pipe.

RIDGID® is a trademark of RIDGID, Inc.
The trade dress of the RIDGID® Model 300 Power Drive product is a  trademark of RIDGID, Inc.

Your splatter guard allows you to work in any environment and
keep oil and debris from spraying...and aiming the oil to drip
directly into the oil bucket.

5.  Tighten the 4-prong bolt handle (#3) securely to hold the splatter guard
firmly onto the machine.

6.  Place the oiler under the opening below the splatter guard.

7.  You are now ready to begin operating the threading machine.
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